Pen | The Dog Room
Designed by Michael Ong
Made by social enterprise Help Manufacturing

The Dog Room
The Dog Room combines minimalistic design with architectural build principles. The concept is inspired by basic
archetype of a house complete with pitched roof, and is a child’s typical line drawn representation of a home.
The Dog Room is made from custom aluminium frame and a series of panels which is carefully detailed to
create a distinctly clean appearance.
Made by Pen
Made by Pen (Pen) is an Australian-based design studio that creates original, architecturally inspired-products
through a unique collaborative process. Partnering with Australia’s most passionate designers and architects
Made by Pen’s vision is to continue to make Australian design world-renowned. Our ambition to make the
places we work, live and play, more functional, beautiful and evolved.

Michael Ong
Michael Ong (Michael Ong Design Office MODO) is an award-winning architect based in Melbourne.
MODO endeavours for their work to become the foundation of narratives to develop and grow within the
spaces and objects they design. Michael applied this same thinking when developing The Dog Room in order
to produce an engaging design that enhances one’s lifestyle and environment.

HELP Manufacturing.
HELP is a social enterprise committed to enhancing the lifestyle, independence and ambitions of people with
disability. The manufacturing arm of HELP provides meaningful employment opportunities for people with
disability so that they can develop new skills and reach their goals, all in a supported work environment.

Dimensions

Component Materials

Small: Length: 548mm Width: 464mm Height: 542mm
Weight: 12.5kg

AA board Marine Plywood with aluminium black frame (ecoat). Marine Ply is a deliberate choice. This is a premium
ply that will withstand moisture from the outside environment
as well as dirt/moisture from your pet. Marine Ply is
designed to last 10+ years.

Medium: Length: 826mm Width: 702mm Height: 820mm
Weight: 25kg
Custom size: Not all dogs fit a standard size. If you need a custom
size please contact us and we can accommodate

Aussie Wool mattress. A pure wool covered in lasting pure
cotton drill fabric. They are 100% natural & chemical free,
and handmade in Regional Victoria.

Outdoor Use

Product Warranty

The Dog Room uses marine ply to allow the product to withstand
outdoor conditions. Given Australia’s unpredictable weather
patterns, to maintain kennel longevity we recommend the Dog
Room placed under shelter (verandahs or porch).

We offer 12-month standard warranty.

A small amount of natural movement of the timber is expected as it
adapts to the conditions of your home, due to variations in
humidity and temperature.

However, at Pen our intension is to buy once, buy well, if for
any reason you need a replacement part please contact us
and we will can provide a replacement part.

Recommended Retail Price

Afterlife Returns

Medium: $814.00 Small: $699.00.

We care for our environment. If you decide the kennel is no

Mattress add-on $60 (M) and $38 (S)

longer right for you please contact us to arrange collection
and we will dispose of the kennel in an environmentally
suitable manner.

